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Introduction
In 1955, M. Heins [6] introduced a class of analytic mappings of Riemann
surfaces. The maps in this class, called maps of type Bl, can be seen as a natural
generalization of the Seidel functions. They have some remarkable interior
properties, e.g., the covering property. The boundary behaviour of a map of
type Bl is also interesting in suitable compactifications. We can find fruitful
results concerning this problem under the Martin compactification [1], [4].
The notion of a map of type Bl is extended by Constantinescu-Cornea to a
harmonic map of harmonic spaces satisfying Brelot's axioms [3]. They defined
a harmonic map of type Bl and discussed similar interior properties and in-
vestigated the boundary properties by using the Wiener compactifications of
harmonic spaces. The results obtained there are very beautiful. The detailed
investigation on the covering properties of harmonic maps of type Bl will be
found in [10], [11].
The purpose of this paper is to study the boundary behaviour of a harmonic
map of type Bl at the Martin boundary defined in [8]. Let φ be a harmonic
map of type Bl from a harmonic space X into X', each of which satisfying
adequate conditions. We consider the Martin compactification XM of X and
define the fine cluster set φ(x) of φ at a minimal Martin boundary point x of XM,
which plays an important role in this article. The hypotheses, notations and
definitions which will be used in the following are stated in §1. §1 contains
also some results concerning the quotient sheaves. In §2, we deal with the
case of an arbitrary compactification of X' including the case where X' itself is
compact. The boundary characterization of maps of type Bl is stated in Theorem
2. In §3, we restrict ourselves to the case where X' is non-compact and has a
potential. Our next concern is the case where the compactification of X' is mε-
trizable and resolutive. In this case we can derive a version of covering property
which is stated in the Corollary to Theorem 7 in §4. In §5, we consider the
Martin compactification of X' and obtain the theorem that if φ is a finite covering
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(i.e., for every a'^X1 φ~\a') consists of at most n elements, where n is indepen-
dent of a')y then for every minimal positive harmonic function v' on Xf v'°φ
is a linear combination of a finite number of minimal positive harmonic functions
on Jf (Theorem 11). The last section is devoted to a short remark on a more
restricted class of harmonic maps, i.e., maps of type Bl lβ They can be seen as
a generalization of analytic maps of type Bl
x
, defined by Heins [6] originally
and considered by Constantinescu-Cornea [1] with the Martin compactification.
1. Preliminaries
Hypotheses. Let X be a harmonic space in the sense of Brelot; we further
assume that
1) X is non-compact,
2) XξΞ^Py i.e., there exists a positive potential on X,
3) X has a countable base of open sets,
4) X satisfies the proportionality axiom, i.e., for every a^X potentials
with single point support {a} are all proportional,
5) 1 e ^ (X), i.e., constant functions are Wiener functions (for the definition
of Wiener function, we refer to [3]).
Next, let Xf be another harmonic space in the sense of Brelot. For X'
we assume only
1) X r£ΞίP \J<^ίy i.e., there exists a positive superharmonic function on X ',
2) X' has a countable base of open sets,
3) l
The Martin boundary. The Martin compactification XM of X is defined as
follows [8] : let S+ be the set of all non-negative superharmonic functions and E
be the set of all potentials with single point support. By introducing Herve's
topology [7], we know that the positive cone S+ is metrizable and has a compact
base A, and E Π A is homeomorphic to X. XM is defined to be the closure of
EΓiA in A with respect to Herve's topology. AM=XM\ X is termed the
Martin boundary of X. To each # eΔM there corresponds a positive harmonic
function k
x
 on X. Δί* is the set of all #eΔM such that k
x
 is minimal. The
Martin compactification is resolutive, and the harmonic measure on ΔM will be
denoted by α>M.
DEFINITIONS. Let φ be a harmonic map of X into X' ([3], p. 20). For a
function/ defined on X and for an open subset U of X, we define
Γ hyperharmonic function defined on U with non-
_„ __ . I positive subharmonic minorant, s> f outside
// = inf Λ s*f
 I ' of a compact subset of X, lim inf s(ά)>0 for
' a+b
every btΞdU (the relative boundary of U)
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and
I hyperharmonic function defined and boundeds; below on U, $>0 outside of a compact subsetof X, lim inf s(a)>f(b) for every bϊΞdU
«->δ
We abbreviate Jix'x to hx.
φ is called of type Bl at a'^X'if there exists an open neighbourhood U' of
a! such that h<ϊ~1<:u':>'x=Q. A map of type Bl is defined to be of type Bl at every
a! ^Xr . Recall that if φ is of type Bl, then p'°φ is a potential for every potential
p' which is locally bounded on X', and T%70]fu/:>'x<h¥,fχ'°φίor every E7'eίP and
locally bounded/7.
Quotient sheaves. Let u0 be a positive harmonic function on X, <$1UQ a sheaf
of w0-harmonic functions. A z/0-harmonic function is of form u/u0, where u is
harmonic. Obviously, constant functions are #0-harmonic. z/0-regular domains,
i.e., regular domains for MUQ are identical with original regular domains. The
z/0-superharmonic functions (resp. w0-potentials) are the quotients of superharmo-
nic functions (resp. potentials) by u0. For positive w0-superharmonic function/,
w0-reduced function 5if defined by
(RE == inf {/
x
; a #0-superharmonic function dominating / on E}
is equal to R?UO/UO.
From the construction of the Martin compactification stated above, it is
evident that the Martin compactification XM>UQ of X with respect to MUQ is ho-
meomorphic to XM . We identify them. A set E of X is termed thin at #e Δf*
if 1?^^^ .^ Thinness of sets at x is unaltered when we consider the quotient
sheaves.
A continuous function/ on X is termed a w0-Wiener function if u0f^cW(X)y
then we have
df = hf«Juo >
where df is the harmonization of /with respect to MUQ. In particular, 1 is a w0-
Wiener function and d,= l. We know ([8], Th. 5, p. 261) that for/eC(^M)
where 3)f,uQ is tβe w0~Dirichlet solution of/, i.e., the Dirichlet solution with re-
spect to c^40, which means that the Martin compactification is w0-resolutive. If
we write
then
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where u0= \kxdμ0(x) (the canonical representation of u0). In particular, if u^=
for tfo^Δi*, then dω™'uo=SXQ (The Dirac measure at x0).
Let X' ^S and X' be non-compact.
If X'* is an arbitrary resolutive compactification of X', then X'* is a uj-resolu-
tive compactification of X'> where uQf=h^. For, let/7 be an arbitrary continuous
function on Δ'=X'*\X' and F/ be a continuous extension of/7 onto .AT7*. It
is readily seen that h*f,U(r=(g)f>>UQ') UO' and A^/ifo/=(^/filo/) ιι0/. Since I=w07+^7
and l^ 71 <pr for a potential^/, F'uQ'=F' l—F' q'. F' is a Wiener function and
ί
17
-/ is a Wiener potential, whence
f*F UQ —F UQ F *
Thus/7 is wQ
7
-resolutive.
From the above proposition, we have for every a'^Xr there exists the Radon
measure v'
a
t on Δ7 called z/0
7
-harmonic measure such that
for /(ΞC(Δ7).
The following proposition can be verified in a standard way ([2], 8).
Let Xr* be a metrizable and resolutive compactification of X'.
( 1 ) for every lower semi-continuous and bounded below function f on Δ7, we
have
£}ff,uQ' = \f'dvf = sup {I grdv'\gr is bounded, continuous andg'<f'} .
( 2 ) for an arbitrary function // on Δ7, we have
^fι',uo'= \Jι'dv' = inf \\fdv' \ff is lower semi-continuous^ bounded below
and/'>/,'} .
In particular, a function f on Δ7 is uj-resolutive if and only if it is dv'-sum-
mable.
Let/be a continuous function on Δ=X*\X and F be a continuous exten-
sion of / onto JΓ*, where X* is a metrizable and resolutive compactification of
X. We have seen that hp=h^UQ. Since
= H/a) and A ,^(β)/«
β
(β) = 3), .4?) = J /Λ. ,
we have dω
a
=uQ(a)dva. Thus we have:
Let X* be a metrizable and resolutive compactification of X and w0— Af. The
uQ-harmonic measures and the harmonic measures are mutually absolutely continuous.
A function f on Δ is u0-resolutive, if and only if it is resolutive and ^)ftUQ=Hf/u0.
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2. The case of arbitrary compactifications of X'
For a subset A of X we write
6
 A = {tfeΔ^; ^4 ώ ίAm αί #} .
We recall that a set A is thin at je^Aί* if and only if Rf
x
^k
x
.
Lemma 1. Let U be an open subset of X. The following properties are
equivalent:
(ii) ^ϋ = w0, where «, = Λf ,
(iii) ωM(ε
x
^) = 0.
Proof, (i) <=> (ii): the equivalence in question is derived from the equalities:
tfo = h™ = Ji%
x+H%x in U ([3], Lemma 2.7)
- h?'x+R*^u in C7 ([3], Lemma 2.5 and Cor. 1.1).
(ii) <^ (iii) : from the integral representation
U
«
 =
 \
 M
k
^
d
^(x) ,J Λ i
where μ0 is a Borel measure on Δ
M
, called the canonical measure of u0, we have
([7], Th. 22.3).
Here &%^u3pk
x
 if and only if x^<5
x
\u, which proves the equivalence in ques-
tion, since μ0 and ω
M
 are mutually absolutely continuous ([8], p. 262).
Let X'* be an arbitrary compactification if Xf is compact, we consider X'*
is Xf itself, and let φ(x) be the fine cluster set at tfeΔί*:
φ(x) = n M£); X\E is thin at x} ,
where the closure is taken in X'*.
Lemma 2. The following a) and b) are equivalent:
a) ωM({x^^ίfi φ(x)£ίX/})=Q,
b) for every relatively compact open subset G' of X/ not everywhere dense in
X1 we have ωMβ
x
-^G^=0.
Proof, a) =Φ b): x^6
x
\
φ
-^G^ implies_^(Λ?)C9>[9>~1(G/)]=G/. Let Gr be a
relatively compact open subset of X* and G^^Γ7. Then,
which proves the assertion.
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b) =^a): let {£/«'} be a countable base of open sets for X' . Since
if ωM({Λ?eΔf; $(#)£ '^})>0, then there exists a f// such that
ω"({*€=ΔF; φ(x)dX'\U
n
'})>0 .
In the same way, we can find a relatively compact open subset Gf of X'\U
n
'
with ωM({*eΞΔf;0(ΛθcG'})>0. Then, we have ωM(<?
ΛΓX<,-ι(G/))>0, since
φ(x)dG' implies
Theorem 1. A map φ is of type El if
= 0 .
Proof. Given any point a! ^X' we can find W(a'} which is relatively
compact open neighbourhood of a ', small enough not to be everywhere dense in
Xf . Then, by Lemma 2, ωM(<S>
xx
^-ι(C//(α/)))=0 and, by Lemma 1, this means
that φ is of type Bl, q.e.d..
Theorem 2. Let Xf* be an arbitrary compactίfication of X' .
a) when Xf^M\3* (i.e., there exists a positive harmonic function on Xf
whereas X' has no potentials), φ is of type Bl if and only if φ(x)=X'* (or
equivalently, φ(x)ΓlX'=X') dωM—a.e. on ΔM.
b) when X'^S*, φ is of type Bl if and only if φ(x)c:Δ' (or equivalently,
φ(x)ΠX'=φ) dωM-a.e. on ΔM, where Δ'=X'*\X'.
Proof, a) we shall assume that φ is of type Bl, then 1 is harmonic on Xf
([3], Th. 3.11) and for any open set Uf^^ we have h?''x'=0 ([3], p. 11).
Since W\~^u'^x<h¥''χf °φ we have ωM(β
x
\
φ
-ι<iU^)=0 for every open subset V
of X' with t/'e5>.
Let {[/,/} be a base of open sets for X' with EVeίP and
(jA
n
 then φ(x) Π J7/ΦΦ, n= 1, 2, ••-. We shall show that ωM(A
n
)=0.
n = ι
In fact, if Vr is a relatively compact open set contained in U
n
', then X'\V'&3>
and A
n
C.Gχ\
φ
-^χ\γf). Thus we can conclude that φ(x)=X'* whenever
CO CO
\jA
n
 and U-4
Λ
 is of harmonic measure zero.
The proof of the "if" part is derived from Theorem 1.
Proof of b). Let {£/„'} be a base of relatively compact open subsets for X '
and u0'=hx'. Rfy' is a locally bounded potential on X '. If φ is of type Bl,
then since uQ=hι~hι'°φ=uQ'°φy
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and &£l™ * is a potential on X. Therefore ωM(Δf VVWλH0 (t5L Cor to
Th. 1), i.e., φ~l(Un) is thin dωM — a.e. on ΔM. Thus, except a set of harmonic
measure zero we have
and further φ(x)d [^
The proof of the "if" part is also immediately derived from Theorem 1.
REMARK 1. If φ: X->X' is of type Bl and Xr<=&> then X' is not compact;
for we have always Φ(x)3=φ, i.e., there exists no harmonic map of type Bl from
X into X' with Xf e £P and compact.
REMARK 2. A harmonic function defined on a harmonic sapce X in which
constant functions are harmonic can be considered as a harmonic map if we endow
R (the set of all real numbers) with the following harmonic structure. A har-
monic function on R is defined to be a linear function; any relatively compact
open set is regular. The harmonic space with this harmonic structure will supply
a somewhat pathological example of harmonic space. For example, if we con-
sider an open interval (α, ό), which is a harmonic subspace of Λ, each point of it
is non-polar. A bounded harmonic function defined on X, considered as a
hamonic map of X into (#, b) is of type Bl if and only if f=au+β, where u is a
harmonic measure (i.e., H%A for some characteristic function %Λ of a boundary
set A of ΔM or, equivalently, u/\(l— u)=0) and α, β are constants. This is
easily derived from Theorem 2.
3. The case of ^ eίP
Let J£'e£P. We know the following relations among the properties:
(i) ωM({*eΔf;<£(*)S^'})=0,
(ii) φ is of type El,
(iii) $(Λ))cΔ' dωM—a.e.,
(iv) for every relatively compact open subset G' of Xr with G'φJSί' we have
( i ) <^ > (iv) (Lemma 2)
( i )=ι>( i i ) (Theorem 1)
(ii) <=> (iii) (Theorem 2, b))
(iii) =Ξ> (iv) (trivially derived)
Thus:
Theorem 3. In the case where X'^S*, above properties (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)
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are equivalent.
Theorem 4. Let X'<=$. A harmonic map φ : X-*X is of type El if and
only if for every potential pf on X' we have
fine limp'oφ = 0 dωM—a.e. .
To prove the theorem, we require the lemmas:
Lemma 3. Let φ : X-+Xr be of type Bl and let v be a positive harmonic
function on X such that v/u0 is bounded above, u0=h*. If there exists a non-negative
superharmonic function / on X' satisfying s'°φ>vy then the lower envelope of such
functions is harmonic on X'.
Proof. Let t/' be a relatively compact open subset of Xf, U'^X' and
U=φ-\U'). By Theorem 3, we have a>M(<5
x
\u)=Q. We shall show that if s"
is a positive superharmonic function on Xf such that
then s'Όφ>v. For, s=s'Όφ—v is a superharmonic function on X, s/u0 is
bounded below, X\U is not thin at ί/ωM-almost every point of ΔM and s>sΌφ
—v on X\U. By the minimum principle ([5], Th. 5), s>0 on X and s'Όφ>v.
Thus,
{$; non-negative superharmonic on X ', /o^>>^}
forms the Perron family, which proves the lemma.
Lemma 4. If fine lίmp'°φ=Q dωM—a.e. on ΔM for every potential pr on
X', then uQ=h?<uQ'°φ, where w0'=Af'.
Proof. Since uQ—p<l and I<u0'+p' for some potentials p and p' on X
and X'> respectively, Us<uJ°φΛ-p'°φ+p (u0'°φ+p'°φ+p)/u0 is a w0-superharmo-
nic function, bounded below and with fine limit inf >1 dωM— a.e.. Thus fine
lim inf (uQ'°φ)luϋ> 1 dωM—a.e., since fine \ιmp'°φjuQ and fine lim^>/z/0 are both
zero dωM—a.e.. This implies u0Όφ/u0><3)liUo=l9 q.e.d..
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that φ is of type Bl and p' is a potential on
X '. We shall show that the positive superharmonic function pΌφ dominates no
positive harmonic function v such that v/u0 is a limit of an increasing sequence
of bounded w0-harmonic functions. For, if p'°φ dominates such function, then
it also dominates a positive harmonic function v with v/u0 is bounded above.
By Lemma 3, we conclude that
v
f
 = inf {/; non-negative superharmonic on X', sΌφ>v}
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is harmonic on X'. Since p'>v'>Q, we have v'=Q, whence v=Q. This means
that pΌφ is the sum of a potential and a w0-singular harmonic function wy i.e.,
inf (w, u0) is a potential, each of which has a fine limit zero dωM—a.e..
Next, supposing that fine lim ρΌφ=Q whenever/)7 is a potential on X*', we
shall show that ωM(<Sχ\
φ
-^G^)=0 for every relatively compact open set G' of X'
with G'Φ.X''. Consider a potential Λ^/, where w0'=Aί
r/
. By Lemma 4, u0=h*
<u0Όφ, whence R*~
l<G/)<R%°φ. This implies that ^0"
1(G/)
 has a fine limit
zero at dωM—a.e. on ΔM and thus ωM((?<γ\v-ι(G/))=0; for otherwise, at each
point # of a set of positive harmonic measure φ~1(Gf) is a trace of a fine neigh-
bourhood of x, i.e., the intersection of a fine neighbourhood of x with ^Γ. Then
fine lim Λ£~lcG/)=fine lim u0 and the latter fine limit is 1 on a set of positive
measure, which is absurd, q.e.d..
Theorem 5. Let φ: X-^-X' be a harmonic map, then the following propo-
sitions are equivalent:
(i) for every a! ^ Xf we have fine lim [gΌ'°φ]=Q dωM—a.e., where g'
a
f is
a potential on X1 with single point support {a'}.
(ii) φ is of type El,
(iii) for every potential pf of X' we have fine lim [ρΌφ]=Q dωM—a.e..
Proof. From Theorem 4, it is sufficient to prove that ( i ) implies (ii).
Suppose φ is not of type Bl. By Theorem 2, there exists a boundary set
AdΔ™ of positive harmonic measure such that φ(x)Γ\X'3rφ for every x^A.
Let {(?„'} be a covering of Xf by relatively compact open sets. Denoting by
A
Λ
= {xtΞA ,φ(x)nG
n
'*φ}
we have UA
n
=A. Thus ωM(^4
Λo
)>0 for some n0. <p~\G'^ is not thin at
every point x of AMQ. Select a point a'^G'nQ and form a potential g
f
a
r with
support {#'}. Since G'M() is relatively compact, inf £V>0, whence gfa'°<P has a
positive fine lim sup at dωM—a.e. point of AMQ, q.e.d..
4. The case of metrizable and resolutive compactifications of X'
In what follows we shall assume that
Xr* is a metrizable and resolutive compactification of Xr.
In [4], Doob characterized the point at which an analytic map of a hyperbolic
Riemann surface into another Riemann surface is of type Bl in terms of fine
cluster sets. In our present case, we know that ([9], Th. 5)
ω
M(ΔM\P\F) = 0,
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where P= {x<=Δ¥\ Φ(x) is a single point of X'*} and P= {#<ΞΔf; φ(x)=X'*}.
The essential closed range of φ is defined to be
Π (Φ(F\E) \Eisof dωM-measure zero} ,
where φ(fi\E)= {φ(x); x^P\E}. The following theorem is a generalization
of the theorem given by Doob in the probabilistic language.
Theorem 6. A harmonic map φ: X-*X' is of type El at a'^X' if and
only if a! does not belong to the essential closed range of φ.
Proof. Suppose, first, φ is not of type Bl at a '. Then, by the definition
of type Bl and by Lemma 1, we have ωM(£>
x
\^-ι(t7/))>0 for every open neigh-
bourhood V of a! such that U'^9?. Since x^6
x
\
φ
-\u^ implies φ(x)dU',
we have 8
x
\
φ
-\
υ
'^P dωM—a.e., i.e., ωM(6
x
\
φ
-ϊ<iU^\P)=Q. For every E of
ί/ωM-measure zero, there exists xE^((Sχ\φ-\u/^F)\E'ί this implies
U'Γ(Φ(P\E), i.e., U'Πφ(F\E)^Fφ. Since E is arbitrary, Uf intersects with
the essential closed range of φ] whence d belongs to the essential closed range
of φ since Uf may range over a base of open neighbourhoods of a '.
Next, suppose φ is of type Bl at a ', then there exists an open neighbourhood
t/' of a' such that Z/'eS* and ωM(e
x
\
φ
-w>)=0. If ωM(F)=0, then there is
nothing to prove. Assuming that ωM(-r)>0, we have Φ(x) is a single point and
φ(x)Γ\(X'*\U')*φ if xGP\e
x
\
φ
-w>. This implies that φ(x)&U' and
φ-iaj'))> and a fortiori af does not belong to the essential closed
range of φ.
In the following of this section we shall always suppose that
Lemma 5. Let φ: X->X' be of type Bl. If f is a resolutίve function on
Δ'=X'*\X', then
( f'[Φ(x)] whenever φ(x) is defined and a point of Δx
•^  ' I 0 elsewhere
is resolutίve and
Proof. First of all, we shall show that / is «0-resolutive and
= Hjr .
where uQ'=hι' and uQ—h*. By Theorem 2, f(x) is defined dωM-a.e. on ΔM.
We have ([5])
Γ W/UQ is a w0-hyρerharmonic function, bounded below, }
£)ftUQ = inf •{ zv/uQ'y fine lim inf (w/u0)>f on ΔM except on a set of j
( JωM-harmonic measure zero J
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Let V'/UQ be a w0'-hyρerharmonic function on X' satisfying that v'/u0' is bounded
below and lim inf (v'lu0')>f on Δ'. Since φ is of type Bl, u0Όφ=u0 and
(vΌφ)/u0 is in the class defining the lower envelope S)ftU^ whence 3)f'>Uo'°φ>
£)f,UQ Similarly, we have ^/,MO°^<^/>WO, which proves the assertion, since/7
is #0 '-resolutive (§ 1).
Next, we proceed to the ordinary Dirichlet solutions. From the result
stated in §1, we have
Hf'[φ(a) \ = «0'b(«)]^/',«o'M«)] = «.(β)4W«) = H/a) , q.e.d. .
Theorem 7. A harmonic map φ: X-*Xr is of type Bl if and only if for
every Borel set A' of Δ' we have
ω'(A', φ(a)) = ωM(φ~\A'\ a) and h?'°φ = h? ,
where φ~\A')= {x^ύ^\ φ(x) is a point of A'}> and ω' is a harmonic measure on
Δ'.
Proof. The proof of the "only if" part is an immediate consequence of the
above lemma. We proceed to the proof of the "if " part. Denoting by u0'=h?'
and «0=Af , ω"(Δ", ά)=uQ(ά)=uQ'[φ(ά)}=ω'(Δ', φ(a))=ω"(φ-\Δ'), a) implies
that φ(x) is a point of Δ7 dωM-a.e.y whence φ is of type Bl by Theorem 2, b,
q.e.d. .
Corollary. If φ: X-*X'is of type Bl and X'* is a metrizable and resolutive
compactίfication of X'y then φ(x) is a point of Δ7— X'*\X' dωM-a.e. on ΔM and
the set formed by these points φ(x) covers Δx except on a set of harmonic measure
zero.
In a metrizable and resolutive compactification X'* of X' a ^ -quasi-bounded
harmonic function uf (a harmonic function which is the limit of an increasing
sequence of harmonic functions wr such that wf\uj is bounded) is expressed by
some boundary function/7 as u'=Hf'. In connection with this we have:
Theorem 8. Let φ: X^>X' be of type BL If s' is a positive superharmonic
function on X ', then s'°φ has a fine limit f'\Φ(x)] at dωM-a.e. point of ΔM, where
f is a boundary function expressing the uj -quasi-bounded harmonic part of s'.
Proof. Let us decompose / into s'=p'+uB'+us', where p
f
 is a potential,
UB is a w0-quasi-bounded harmonic function and us' is a M0-singular harmonic
function, and uB'—Hf'. By Theorem 4, fine lim pΌφ=Q dωM-a.e.. Since inf
(ί/
s
', UQ) is also a potential, fine lim [inf (%', u0')oφ\=Q dωM-a.e., which implies
that fine lim s^φ— f'[φ(x)]dωM-a.e., q.e.d. .
Lemma 6. Let φ: X-+X' be of type Bl, v' a positive harmonic function on
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X' and v=v'oφ. φ is of type Bl of X into X' endowed with quotient harmonic
structures by v and v', respectively.
Proof. Let Uf be a relatively compact open neighbourhood of
U=φ~\U') and ^4— sup v' . A is finite. If s is superharmonic on Ϊ7, lim inf
σ'
ί>0 on dU and s>A outside of a compact set K, then lim inf s/v>0 on dU and
s/v>ί outside.^, thus slv>d¥'x, where d¥'x denotes the upper harmonization
of 1 with respect to the quotient harmonic structure M
υ
 by v (Cf. §1). Since φ
is of type Bl, Kι'x=0. From this it follows that
which proves the lemma.
Theorem 9. Assuming the proportionality axiom for X ', if φ: X-^Xr is of
type Bl and a'^X'\φ(X), then there exists a point x^Δ™ such that φ(x)=a'.
Proof. Denoting by X0'=X'\ {a'} , φ is of type Bl from X into X0' '. Let
v
r
 be a potential on X' with support {α'}, and v=v'oφ. vf is a positive harmonic
function on X0'. We consider harmonic spaces (X, <3lv) and (X0'9 <4ίv') endowed
with quotient harmonic structures by v and v', respectively, φ is of type Bl
from (X, M
v
) into (X0'> <4ίv'). We shall apply our preceding result to these
spaces. In a suitable metrizable and resolutive compact ificat ion of (X0* ', Sij},
the point a' is restored and the new boundary point a' yields a z/-harmonic
function 1 as the Dirichlet solution, i.e., ίDX{a,}t0/=l. Thus {a'} is of ^/-harmonic
measure positive and the theorem is derived from Corollary to Theorem 7 since
the Martin space XM is homeomorphic to XM V (Cf. §1).
5. The case of the Martin compactification X'M of X'
In the following, we shall suppose that X ' satisfies the same conditions as
X. Then, the Martin compactification X/M of Xr is defined.
Theorem 10. Let φ: X-^Xr be of type Bl, vf a positive harmonic function
on X' and v=v'°φ=(k
x
dμ
υ
(x). Then, for dμ
v
-a.e. point x φ(x)<=Δ'M=X'M\X'.
In particular , if v' is a minimal harmonic function corresponding to
then there exists x^Δί* such that φ(x)=x'.
In view of the quotient sheaves (§1), this is an immediate consequence of
Corollary to Theorem 7. Combining this with Theorem 9 we have ([4], Th. 8.2)
Corollary. Let φ: X^X' be of type BL If either x'<=X'\φ(X) or
iM, then there exists x<=Δ¥ such that φ(x)=xf.
Lemma 7. If φ: X-*X' is of type Bl and U' is an open subset of X ', then
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where u0'=h?'.
Proof. It is obvious that
To prove the converse inequality, we recall that
*%* = «.' = S$/*'+H#*/ == W+K& "' in U'.
Since φ is of type Bl, we have
which proves
Theorem 11. Let φ: X-+X' be of type BL If for each α'e-Y', φ~l(a')
contains at most w(< + °°) points of X', then for every Λi'eΔίM, there exist at least
one and at most n points xly x2y •••, xf eΔ?* suck that
1) φ(xf)=x' !<*</,
2) φ maps every open neighbourhood of x{ onto a deleted fine neighbourhood
ofx',
3) k
x
/
oφ='Σ Ci k
x
., where £t >0,
ι=l '
Moreover , if xf is of positive harmonic measure, then each harmonic measure of
{x{} is positive.
Proof. Consider quotient sheaves by k'
 x
t and k
 x
'°φ on X? and X,
respectively, φ is also of type Bl with respect to these new quotient sheaves.
Then #' is of harmonic measure 1, hence Φ~\oe') is of harmonic measure 1. We
write
k'
x
'oφ = \k
x
 dμ
and define
A = {tfeΔί*, x has an open neighbourhood U(x) with #( t/(#)
 n
 Δj* ) == 0} .
We note that φ~\x')\A^φ; this is an immediate consequence of the Lindelϋf
property of metric space and μ>(Φ~l(x'))>0. Let x^φ~1(x')\Ay U(x) an open
neighbourhood of x. Then X'\φ(U(x) Π X) is thin at x'; in fact, otherwise we
would have
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k, dμ = k'joφ =
= R£>C[Wwn*'](byLemma7, since φ is an open map [3], Th. 3.3)
This would imply that
/X({#EΞΔf; X\U(x) is thin at #}) = 0 .
On the other hand, since X\U(x) is thin at each point of U(x) Π Δ ,^ μ(U(x) Π
Δ{f)=0, which would contradict with x^A.
Next, we shall show that ^"^(tf'JX^l contains at most n points; let xf^φ~l
(x')\A, /=!, 2, •••, Λ; A>fl, and let {t/, } be a system of neighbourhoods which
are mutually disjoint and #, e t/, , /=!, 2, •••,£. Since
» = 1
is thin at x'y there exists a points α'e n^(C/, Π^). Thus ^''(β^Π f/,-Φφ,
1 <i <k, which conflicts the hypothesis of the theorem. From the above consi-
deration we conclude that
which means also that
It remains to prove the last assertion of the theorem, but now it is easily
derived from above argument, q.e.d. .
6. Mappings of type Bl
λ
In case of an analytic mapping of Riemann surface, Heins [6] defined a more
restricted class of maps called of type Bl^ In this section, we concern ourselves
with a generalization of this class in our present setting. In view of Theorem 3,
we shall define that a harmonic map φ: X-+Xf is of type Bl
λ
 if for every relatively
compact open set Gf with G'φ X' we have 6
x
\
φ
-ι^G^— φ, i.e., X\φ~^(Gf) is not
thin at every point of Δί*. A map of type Bl
x
 is obviously of type Bl. We have:
Theorem 12 ([1], Satz 27). Let φ be a harmonic map of X into X', X' r
and X'* be an arbitrary compactification of X', then φ is of type B^ if and only if
Φ(x)
 A Δ
7
 φ φ for every x e Δj* .
In particular, ifφ(x)dΔ'for every x^Δ™, then φ is of type Bllt
The proof of this theorem is carried out easily. We shall omit it.
Finally, we shall prove the following theorem, which will justify our defini-
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tion.
Theorem 13. Let φ be a harmonic map of X into X' and X'^S. If φ is
of type B119 then pΌφ is a potential on X for every potential p' on X'.
Proof. Let G' be a relatively compact open set with G'ΦJϋ7 and pf be a
potential on X' . We decompose pΌφ into the harmonic part w and the potential
pΌφ = w-\-p .
Since X\φ~\G') is not thin at every point x of Δί*, we have
for every veΔί*, where k
x
 is a suitably normalized positive harmonic function
corresponding to x. Then
dμ
w
 =
where w— \k
x
dμ
w
 is the canonical integral representation of w. We have ([7],
Prop. 10.1)
Since G' is an arbitrary relatively compact open set we have w—Q, therefore p' f°φ
is a potential, q.e.d. .
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